
Get That Odor out of Your Fancy Rug 

Yes, PureAyre will be able to help with this. Your biggest problem is that typically you 
don't know how widespread the urine issue is and how deep it has gotten. For example, 
it could have penetrated the rug and gotten onto the wood floor beneath. Now you 
have a rug to treat and a floor. A second problem is that the PureAyre must get into all 
the affected areas of your rug and sometimes this is difficult if you have thick wool 
fibers. Usually with rugs you can determine if you have urine issues by checking the 
backing for stains.  

The easy method to try first: This method works best for newly formed urine issues 
and smaller problems. For new urine accidents, soak up all the urine possible before 
treating with PureAyre. Then pour or inject PureAyre using the stream setting on the 
PureAyre spray bottle or a syringe into the affected areas. Let this sit for at least five 
minutes then use paper or cotton towels to soak up any residual PureAyre. Let the rest 
of the area dry on its own. This is usually all you need. But, if you have larger, deeper, 
and older problems then you may want to proceed to the method below. 

Our best method: A better technique requires some extra work but it will really solve 
your old odor problem 100%. 

Professional carpet cleaner method: 

1) Most professional cleaners will only use their own products in their systems. 
And those products don’t work very well at getting rid of odors. So, you will 
have to spray the carpet yourself before they get started! 

2) To deodorize and clean the whole rug: 1) Inject PureAyre into the problem 
areas. You want to make sure that PureAyre contacts any possible odor 
problem areas. Leave this for at least 15 minutes. 

3) While waiting, spray the entire rug front and back. Put the sprayer setting on 
spray and give the whole rug a good coating. 

4) Then have the carpet cleaner do their job. If possible they should clean the 
top and the bottom. Ask them to use a non-fragrant product for cleaning if 
possible. In any case PureAyre will get rid of the fragrance too. The cleaning 
machine will push PureAyre deep into the rug and deodorize all the problem 
areas. 

5) Let the rug air dry and the odors will be gone! 

Do it yourself carpet cleaner method: 

1) If you are using your own cleaning machine, follow the instruction above until 
you get to the cleaning part. 

2) Make up your cleaning solution with one cup of PureAyre for each half gallon 
of water. So, if you have a gallon cleaning solution tank then use two cups of 
PureAyre. 



3) Clean the front and back sides of the rug paying special attention to the most 
impacted or stained areas. 

4) Let the rug air dry. 

Spot deodorizing: 

1) If you only have spot odor issues then you can treat these areas only. 
2) Spray and inject PureAyre into these areas and let sit for at least 15 minutes. 
3) Make a cleaning solution of warm water, a little liquid soap or detergent like 

Dawn, and one cup of PureAyre per gallon of water. 
4) Clean by gently scrubbing the odor infected area. Leave alone for at least 15 

minutes. Use a wet/dry shop vacuum to remove liquid. Then rinse if needed and 
vacuum out liquid. Let dry. 

Please call if you have any questions or special cases to get some advice on. Rico@ThePureAyreStore – 253-332-7420

To Place Orders on Pure Ayre Products.  

Online: www.CaptialHomeStagingAndDesign.ca 
Call: 613-832-8958 

Email: info@chsd.ca  
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